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A HANDLIST OF .

SUFFOLK ENCLOsuRE AaTs AND AWARDs
(bctrngPa;rt38OfA°HandlistOfEnghshEnclosureAcisandAwardr),

pry w. E. TATE. B.LITT., F.s.A.
Late George Webb Medley Sehipr Pese_a_rcft SG.holar. i_n t4e Undvers{P Of Orford
Lofctwrer in the University Of Leeds

FOREWORD
pry COMMANDER THE RIGIIT HON. THE EARL OF STRADBROKE, R.N., RETD.

Lord Lieutencuit and C;ustos Rotulorun Of the C:ounty Of Swffblk

For some years Mr. Tate has been engaged u.pon a survey of
Enclosure Acts and Awards relating to the various counties of
Engl.and; the results of his work on many counties have already
been published and it therefore gives me pleasure to welcome this
further instalment on the Acts and Awai.ds of East and West
Suffolk.

Its publication is due to the initiative of the Suffolk Institute
of Archaeology, assisted by the County Councils of the two adminis~
trative counties, both of which have subscribed towards the co`st
of printing this useful contribution to the history of the county of
Suffolk. This example of collaboration between Local Authorities
and the Institute is to be greatly commended.
Besides throwing considerable light upon the development of

farming methods in different parts of the county, these Awards are
of great importance in determining rights of way and similar
legal questions relating to the tenure of land. It will be of advantage
to all concerned to have, in accessible form, a list of all known
Acts and Awards by the acknowledged authority on the subject.
Although many are to be found in the two County Record Offices,
it will be seen that in several cases copies have not been found in
the county; it is to be hoped that one of the results of the publication
of this survey will be to bring forth some of these missing documents
and so enhance the value of our county records. I urge all possessors
of such records to report their existence to the appropriate Record
Office, at Ipswich or Bury St. Edmunds, and, in cases in which
difficulty is experienced over their safe keeping, to deposit them at
such office. A further advantage of so depositing them is that the
Awards can be more easily consulted by officials and students.
STRADBROKE.
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Stray Enclosure Acts appear before 1702, but they are rare in
the extreme. There are but six in all.20 Two more follow in Queen
Anne's reign; eighteen in that of Ge.orge I, but the number swells to
229 in 1727-1760, and after 1760 the tide of enclosure flows fast. The
table below shows which counties have Enclosure Acts before 1760.
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fact, as Lord Ernle 19 points out, after the Restoration the jurisdiction of the Chancery was first supplemented, then ousted, by the
Private Act of Parliament.
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n^®^ E_rnle,.Hfstory _Of Engl6s_I. Agr€cultpre,_ 1917 , p. 162.

20 The eight earliest enclosures of this sort are: Radipool, Dorset,1602 ; Marden,
Herefs.,1606; Malvern Chase, Gloucs., Herefs., Worcs.,1664; Horton, Gloucs.,
1668; Hambleton, Rutland, 1692; Salford, Oxon., 1696; Ropley, Hants.,
1709; and Farmington, Gloucs.,1713.
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nearly half of these are accounted for by the three midland counties
of Warwick, Northampton, and Gloucester, and the vast areas of
the. West and East Ridings of Yorkshire.
From these early acts, sanctioning existing agreements, there
gradually developed the more ` typical ' Enclosure Act appointing
commissioners to make the partition, and confirming in advance
the award they should make. The vast majority of the acts from
1760 onwards are of this type, and operations under this kind of
act are quite familiar to the student from the admirable accounts
given in any of the works cited. Enclosures under acts of this sort
are listed in sections A and 8.
THH GENERAL AaTs.

The enormous expense attaching to enclosure carried out by
this method early caused a demand for a General Act to simplify
and cheapen proceedings.21 After 140 years of more or less continuous agitation this demand was at last met by the passing of the
General Enclosure Act of 1801.22 This act, which arrived on the
statute book after a great part of the work of enclosure had already
been completed without its aid, was a ` clauses act ' only. References to it are incorporated in almost all the special.Enclosure
Acts passed in the years following 1801. The next General Act of
any great importance was that of 1836.23 This permitted enclosure
by the consent of a majority of the proprietors, (generally at least
two thirds), without any application to Parliament. No account
of enclosures under it has appeared in any of the Parliamentary
publications, (save for the very incomplete references in the second
of the.three Blue Books cited below), and they have been almost
entirely neglected by historians. This is unfortunate, since in some
respects they are the most interesting of all enclosures, lying as they
do in a class intermediate between those enclosures carried out
essentially by Parliamentary authority, often without the real
consent of many of the landowners affected, and those effected by
agreement of the landowners concerned, without the formality and
expense incurred by an application for Parliamentary sanction.
This act properly related to open fields only, though actually
many enclosures of lands other than open-field were quite improperly
carried out by its means. It was extended to cover lands other than
open-field by a further act, four years later.24 Enclosures under
these two acts are listed below in sections a and D. It is probable
that some at any rate of those listed in section a, further inquiry
will transfer to section D.

:;gi°&%;eeo#,:#?.I.:;:-8cf)ndreferencestherecited.
24 3 & 4 Vic. c. 31.
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The third really important General Act was that of 1845.25 This
set up a body of Enclosure Commissioners, who had power to
authorise the enclosure of lands not including any ` waste of a
manor ', by Provisional Order, without Parliamentary sanction,
and had the more restricted power of authorising the enclosure of
lands including the waste of any manor or manors by a similar
Provisional Order, but which had to. be confirmed by Parliament,
after inclusion in the schedule of an annual Enclosure Act. Sections
E. (i) and (ii) and F. (i) and (ii) give lists of all enclosures carried

out under the ,1845 act, and the (annual) General Acts which
followed it. That is: sections a-F give complete lists of all enclosures carried out under any General Act except the first (Clauses)
Act. For references to acts merely incorporating the general clauses
it will usually be sufficient to take cz// the private acts in sections
A and 8 from 1801 onwards.
ENCLOSURE

AWARDS.

Among the many series of historical records relating to the story
of the countryside which are preserved either in the various local
repositories within each county, or among the national archives
in the Public Record Office, there are few, if any, to rival in interest
and importance the .long line of enclosure awards, covering largely
the period of the reign of King George Ill,1760-1820, but as will
be seen in the lists below, on occasion dealing with a period half
a century after this, and about a century before it. Especially with
regard to agrotechnical matters and the social and economic
problems which are so closely interwoven with them, there is all
the difference between the awards, which form an extensive, continuous, and fairly systematic series, and the scanty, isolated and
fragmentary scraps of evidence, which, apart from the enclosure
returns of 1517,26 1549 and the 1620's, and 1630's, are our sole

source of information as to the agrarian problem in earlier ages.
The fact that the series of enclosure awards is almost a complete
one makes it possible, too, to summarise its contents, and to base an
argument upon them with some degree of confidence afld honesty,
and without the haunting fear that records not quoted because they
have disappeared may contain evidence very much outweighing
that in the records cited. Therefore it is not too much to claim
that these enclosure awards of Georgian times are in their evidential
value infinitely more weighty than all other enclosure records taken
together. It is surprising then that so little attention has been given
to them by local historians.
256& 7Vic.c.118.

t

20 Dealt with most admirably by the late I. R. Leadam in his DomercJc!/ a/J#c/asurGJ,
1897.
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The primary purpose of the awards was at once to achieve
and to register the change from the ancient methods of husbandry,
the use of open-field arable land, of common meadow, and of commom pasture-the ` common ' ¢¢/ G#ceJJecece-to the modern system
of land ownership, tenure, and cultivation ` in severalty '. But

the awards have much more than merely legal or agrotechnical
interest and importance. They form the best-in many cases the
only-source of accurate information as to the distribution of land
ownership in English villages of a century and a half ago. They
are full of useful information as to the types of land tenure prevalent
in the different districts. In perhaps half the villages of the country
they serve as ultimate title deeds to a great part of the land, both
that belonging to ordinary proprietors, and that allotted to rectors,
vicars, and lay impropriators in lieu of tithe and glebe.
They
record the lands forming the endowments of ancient village charities and schools. They are the final authority for information as to
the course and breadth of the highways, the existence of footpaths, bridle ways, and rights of way, and the courses, breadths,
and liability for cleansing of most of the surface drains. The awards
and the plans which are generally appended to them` register the
ownership of hedges and fences, they distinguish between titheable
and non-titheable lands (many villages in the Midlands and elsewhere having had their tithes commuted largely under Enclosure
Acts, so that the enclosure awards in many counties are better
sources of information as to tithe than are the tithe awards), and
they specify the allotments of land for public purposes-generally
to the parish Surveyors of Highways for use as parish gravel pitswhich are the origins of the greater part of such land as still remains
vested in the ownership of such minor local government bodies as
Parish Meetings and Parish Councils.
Accordingly the enclosure awards are invaluable sources of

information, not only to the historian or antiquary and to him
whether his interest be mainly ecclesiastical or civil, economic or
social, but also to the present-day administrator who is concerned
with land drainage, highways, and footpaths, the provision of
allotments, charity administration, or the use mad? by the minor
local government bodies of the endowments entrusted to them.
ENROLMENT.

It is no wonder thatas is noted in the Report 27 of the Public
Records Commission of 1910-16, the enclosure awards are ` more

often consulted than any other documents in the county repositories ', and no less an authority than Lord Pass field,28 in the
27jie¢.Ill Pt.1' p.10.
28Re4.Ill Pt. 39 P.1°.
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evidence which he gave before the same commission, was at pains
to point out the value of these records to the local, and for that
matter, to the national historian. His arguments were re-inforced
by those of Sir Lawrence ahubb, who in his capacity as Secretary
to what was then the Footpaths and Commons Preservation
Society, had had much occasion to use the awards for evidential
purposes. Sir Lawrence estimated that ` many ' of the awards
existed in one copy only and that ` a considerable proportion '
of them had entirely disappeared. Another witness put this proportion as high as a third. It is because so many of the original
awards have been lost that we have thought it well to include here
details of the ` enrolment' of all awards where such enrolment
could be traced. The original award J`/3o"/d of course be either in
the parish chest of the place concerned or in the custody of its
parish council or parish meeting. Even where it is still in proper
custody it is often difficult of access to the inquirer, especially the
inquirer from outside, and there are evident advantages to the
student who intends to examine a whole series of awards in finding
them all together in one place, in recognized custody. Any series of
enrolled copies is therefore particularly valuable, though very
often the enrolled awards lack the plans which are attached to
nearly all the original awards. It was quite usual for an. En.closure
Act to order that in addition to the commissioners' original award, I
which was to be deposited with the public books and writings of the
parish concerned, a duplicate copy, with or without its plan,
should be entered on the rolls of some court of record. At first this
enrolment was often carried out in some of the national courts, the
Chancery, or the Court of King's Bench, latterly usually in the
Court of Common Pleas, and, for parishes having Duchy property,
usually in the archives of the royal Duchy of Lancaster; afterwards
often among the county records. Early awards are often to be
found among the minutes of QLuarter Sessions, for later ones the
counties often purchased special volumes in which enclosure awards
are to be found entered among registrations of annuities, lists of
Papists' estates, parochial agreements for the establishment of
` Gilbert ' Unions, and administrative oddments generally. Some-

times awards were entered among the records of the courts of honours
or manors, and it may well be that the work now in progress in the
Record Office, that of listing all the court rolls known to survive in
England, may lead eventually to the discovery of a number of
enrolled enclosure awards whose whereabouts are now unknown.
It seems certain that there was substance in the allegation
made that some commissioners, anxious to ensure that the award
deposited in the parish should be the only copy, and that its custodian therefore should receive any fees payable upon its consultation
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or extraction, disregarded the terms of the act and enrolled the
award nowhere at all.
OTHER ENCLosuRE REaoRDs.

Normally, therefore the inquirer interested in the enclosure of
any particular parish has three principal sources of information
open to him; the HoalJe a/ Coonono% Jo„r72czJJ, which will give an

account of the proceedings leading to the passing of the act; the
act itself; and the award executed in pursuance of it, or the enrolled
copy of this award if the original is not to be found. Data concerning
these last two will normally be found in the columns below, and
from these it is a simple matter to turn up the first named. When
the original award is not to be found, particulars of the enrolment
given below will often enable one to obtain access to such an enrolled
copy. From these three sources it should not be difficult to make
out the story of any particular enclosure as a more or less continuous
narrative. Even so, however, the story will lack beginning, middle
and end.
Obviously, for enclosures of open-field-by far the most interesting variety-it should begin with the gradually-growing discontent
of the leading proprietors in the place with the rigid and inelastic
open-field system, which prevented them from modernising their
methods of husbandry as they wished; the informal discussions they
would hold among themselves and the tentative inquiries made
of the attorneys who specialised in this class of business as to the
cost of an attempt at enclosure. Probably in many cases this would
be followed by a visit to a neighbouring township which had recently
been enclosed, or by long discussions with its proprietors after
business had been concluded on market day. Then would come
the ceaseless propaganda in favour of the scheme among the smaller
and more conservatively minded landowners, the insistence upon the
benefits that could be expected to accrue from it; the modernization
of obsolete technique and the abolition of outworn customs which
it would make possible. Farmers would benefit by the enormous
increase of productivity which was confidently predicted, the lord
of the manor would receive a sufficient compensation for his notvery-valuable interest in the soil of the common, the incumbent
could .have his tithe commuted at a handsome valuation, the
highways might well be improved while the enthusiasm for progress
lasted, the ` deserving poor ' would find small plots in severalty
inuch easier to work than scattered scraps in the open fields, and
would be much better off without the largely illusory benefits of
the common, (even if they secured no compensation whatever for
e.g. common ` rights ' which had actually been exercised by pure
usurpation, they would have no difficulty in finding work upon the
new large, well-cultivated farms). Certainly they would benefit
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by the removal of the very real temptation to idleness which the
possession of a large common entailed. The undeserving poor,
especially the insubordinate squatters, living in riotous squalor in
their tumbledown hovels on the common, would be both better
and better off if they were compelled to work regularly for an
employer. Everyone in the parish would gain by the increase of
employment in hedging, ditching, fencing, draining, and the fall
in the rates which was confidently expected as soon as the common
ceased to form a constant attraction to all the beggars, wastrels,
and drunkards in the district.
Then the story should deal with the methods used to induce
the small freeholders at last to give a reluctant consent, and with the
gradual buying out of those who proved recalcitrant to the last,
until finally the promoters had the necessary quantum of consent
in support of their proposal.
Of all this, however, the greater part of the records have perished
and the story can but be pieced together from casual and fragmentary references. It is clear, however, that this, or something
very like it must have happened before ever the enclosure petition
was drafted by the local attorney, to be presented to the House by one
of the County Members, and to be embodied in a Bill, and finally
in an Act of Parliament.
The missing middle of the story, how when and where the
Commissioners met, how they regulated their proceedings, dealt
with the infinity of claims, just, unjust, and dubious, submitted
to them, tried to harmonise conflicting interests, and eventually
reduced what they considered as the systemless chaos of the openfield parish to something more in accordance with their conception
of what a reasonably well-ordered parish should be, can hardly
be discovered without the aid of the Commissioners' working papers.
It is very doubtful whether many of the commissions kept any
minutes at all, (there was no statutory rule that they should do so)
and of the few commissions that were business-like enough to keep
proper minute books but few records are known to survive. Neither
the British Museum nor the Public Record Office has any, nor are
there any among the collections of the London School of Economics.
It is very much to be desired that such minute books as are known
to survive should be properly edited and published, since until this
is done the student will never be able to obtain a grasp of the
Commissioners' working methods.29
29Fi:siboe#Eeuctfs::it7L;7:Eixi;::rtteedE°y°kr:°G?eEisa°nEri£:tRecdco%seo;]Ba#?:gfeDar%t€.:e:
¥uot]Loxr£,a¥g.3::n::33:na:gethtardoftot:nEasatmp£Tryet,on+hNo::tts;Leg[;t:£€t3y#aeurparc:c9oe::
Vol. xli, 1937. It is thought that the only published account of and guide to
such records is an article by the present writer in jzng. Hc.J!. j}c61., Vol.
No. 226, pp. 250-63, April, 1942.
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The end of the story is not yet. Nor will it arrive until the much
discussed ` Land QLuestion ' shall be finally settled (since surely
such settlement must be possible if sufficient knowledge and good-

will are available) in a fashion which shall be just, as well to the
landowner and the peasant as to the community at large, whose
vital interests are so closely concerned in it. Whether enclosure
tended to land monopoly, as is often alleged; what was its ultimate

:#eeccthu£€£n£:i:#uaca±vvj:¥t°efdE##L:£=s±,do±:awc::a±[t[syor::::ti:
at last the reversion to something approaching prairie methods,
bringing rural depopulation and unemployment in their train;
how far is it responsible for the over-marked social and economic
stratification of the dwellers in the countryside to-day; in the course
ofenclosure,howfarwerethesmallerproprietorsactuallymaintained
in the possession of their holdings, or if they were dispossessed
in later years, how far may enclosure be fairly blamed for their
disappearance; what prospect had they of attaining the precarious

;jgsnjte¥Lotfearfaa#j:;nt%:Cxe:f:E£±arnopwr:{e:anr€ap,o#hfoasre€±xd±s:i:¥e¥:
normal times nowadays, divorced from all .means of production
both agricultural and manufacturing, is the cause of much concern
to all men of goodwill.
These questions and many more like them are not unworthy of
attention, and, given it, should at length be capable of solution.
It will be more than adequate recompense of the labour involved
®

LLno#t%e:°:opj:a:i:nde°gfr:g,±Stostua€Zs±tfh:tsei::ibdLi:iaoti°:f:#ibuuets::;nLs:
and the solution of such problems.
Ill. THE ENaLOsuRE MOvEMENT IN SUFFOLK
EjmLy FIELD sysTEMs IN SUFFOLK.

Suffolk,like its neighbours Norfolk and Essex, is wholly excluded
from the open-field area, as described and plotted in Professor
Gray's book.30 Dr. and Mrs. Orwin, however, whose later work 31
has much modified Professor Gray's early conclusions, consider
that the available evidence is amply sufficient to justify them in

including the county, or at any rate by far the greater part of it,

:£:eoci:Liyfifenidtsh:fwseLsfroiE#fre°r:ano-:Le;d±nre£:::iar:fp±enct:Ssr::tingt#t::
of the Midlands.
Professor Gray has elaborated 32 with great ingenuity and with
30 EngJ8.ffr FG.eJd fryffeor, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., 1915, frontispiece.

::oL:re¥:ff:p:;:eg;jtg§;:y;g::£:t:ow::¥,::ts:e:t:t::LL¥§;I;yeb:y:as:agcLtet:fihetaE:,1;:ypnpeta::d:s:::e:¥:t::a:
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profound leaming the theory that the basis of agriculture in former
times in Suffolk, Norfolk and Essex alike, shows definite marks of
Roman influence. His suggestion is that as the typical small

F3:i:ji:glgj?e:itfi,¥:s:¥aiyiff::n:fey:oi:t;h:e;:feacse¥:¥;:;:foi:;i,.a:ifa:ci::s;ij
[jspt;:g;i:cinsht:¥:;Sso¥:ic¥oGarba[?.gaAh:::tdu#±atihosfu8tefsdfi::tdr,y'i2a7n8:
gives evidence that the more usual methods of manuring land were
®

P;:[Cj:Soe:r::S,°igriueg°]tkketh£:gEtbhaes::1:faEua:tdaAn:ge[¥£|en£:tthhoajsthoef
•rh:±tnit:±E£:s¥SA°iLgi::tLgL:tny:rail;,°±::re:g::PatiL°ynLi°st:froifrtehr:Lt:=Laen:i
of several manors had the right to their own foldcourse, and were
under no obligation either to fold on the lord's land or to pay a fine

%fe:Xscfi::::.tTHheert¥±:Ft°,rs(?°Hna:::gt)i,n±2L{8h:r=,BaRr::FL%'sdBerna,nda°nnd
Wetheringsett.
The unit of villein tenure-£fae G/G.%ng-also bears evident marks of
resemblance to the Kentish ¢.%g%m rather than to the Midland "3.rg¢£?,

and apparently did so at the earliest period for which detailed e¥idence is at present availableL-the 13th century.

The ere.w%g is,

however, in general, much less consolidated than the Kentish unit,
and resembles in fact a Kentish j%g%m after some generations of
dispersal and sub-division.

how?:erthheasst:::g±gun°j::i:ertahie°a¥ce;tuati±:eedafgngG:%Xoi(a¥siL,C::

¥€[g;1*Psh:£€;:i:e::%bfceta°geqs#:Pe:v:e:nfeh8:tfiihnfu6%rl:e:rsut;Iet:avs::?eapso:ss:L£;
the Danish Invasions, since they were undoubtedly the greatest
social upheaval in the area in Old English times.

becaruesmep±FfL.e:[f[a:Lhoewp,h{L:::ttEaattat#t:red;i:haefher¥:.scnoeucr::¥:tr:F±Loe::
Ss°uE:,S£±bf]„yg„%t,?or„ee:-§:##eemm}h°acncuervseies£Sn°tfieo:e±nofthNeo:fxotiek:tss°of
it seems that there is relatively little evidence to be found of threefield agriculture here in the 14th century. The phrase occurs,
however, at Monewden 33 in East Suffolk and in West Suffolk at
Badmondisfield,Lidgate,andThurston.BadmondisfieldandLidgate
arehowever,ontheCambridgeshireborder.34AtKettleburghinthe
same year only a half of the land was cultivated-i.e.,. here therc
8a I assume that Gray's document relates to Monewden in the ilundred of Loes,
Suffolk, not Manewden in the Hundred of Clavering, Essex.
34 op. c;}., pp. 331 and 333.

C:oniractious used in the L4sts.

|¥:°iie:g:Ci§:I::°fooiwc:£o€:h:e::P]:i:S:estt±¥L::Ler;u::±]:

#i)£..)

in public Record office.

n.s.

o?fwc:::ke:F3i]ee8eaa¥e°.n8 County Records in custody

{£}

E. Suffolk County Records at County Hall, Ipswich.

A.
Datxcfif

area not specified.
Parish.
West Suffolk County Records at Shire Hall, Bury
St. Edmunds.

IV. EAST SUFFOLK ENCLOSURES
Emalosure ky Private Act Of Lands inchadin.g Often-Field Arable.
P(ace(S)

Est. indrea Given in
Act.

1802

Hamlet.
Note contributed by Miss Lilian Redstone.
Manor.
Municipal Records.

DA#:r°dif

eAn%o;iTedd

Notes

Award.

Finningham and
Gislingham *

1804

a.R. (W) ¥:i±|ES)]adeor;y and certificate of
boundaries.
Fi%ingham in 1914 B/e/c Boo4

1804

Iken *

Ch. 45

Geo. Ill,
1804-5

1809

Bradwell

Belton, and
Fritton *
1809

Three separate Awards
1000

Corton *

Three separate Awards

Hopton, * and
Gorleston

600

1812

Burgh castle * and
Herringfleet *

n.S.
n.S.

1814

Mettingham * and Bungay
Trinity * & Ilketshall

n.s.

Not in Slater, but including open-field
lfiaeig; iE`E: separate awards. No open
245

1817

a.R. (E)

N.ot Jvettingham as in Slater. The
Award covers Mettingham and

]PnucTug£¥dT:±nftgz:tt.not]]ketsha]],

8.
DatxG?if

Enclosure ky Private Act Of Lands not including Ofien-Field Arable.
P(ace(S)

Est. indrea Given in
Act.

1787

Kessingland and
Covehithe also North

?

DAa#ear°dif

fn#oai;:d

Notes

Award.

383

1788

a.R. (E)

Not covchG.fe as in l914 B/wcBock

591

a:i:sii#:G,r"one"e
1796

Ellough, Worlingham st.

n.s.

3862

1797

a.R. (E)

1799
1799.
1799

a.R. (E)
a.R. (E)
a.R. (E)

Mz[kys als. _(et Tecte)

Great Worlingham, *
Worlingham St. Peter's
a/s. Little Worlingham
(r€cfe Worlingham Parva) ,
North Cove *
1797

67
103
169

Uggeshall,

Frostenden, and
South Cove
1797

6201799

Sotterley, Henstead with

a.R. (E)

F,::£:;£erley-Hensteadasinl904

Hulverstreet and Wrentham
1797

Bamaby (rGc£G Barnby)

2529

1800

a.R. (E)

504
343
?

1800

a.R. (E)

1799
?

?
a.P. 45
Geo. Ill,
1804

and Mutford *
1798
1798

Reydon
Gisleham and pakefield *

1801

-Carlton colville, Oulton
and Kirtley (recfe Kirkley) *

1802

Sotherton Moor in
Sotherton *

?
n.S,

1000

126

a.P. 45
Geo. Ill,
1804

Parish copy deposited in a.R. (E)
Kirkley lies in Lowestoft and
Pakefield, and now forms part of
Lowestoft borough

Date Of

Place(s)

4cf

Area

Est. in
Act.

1811

Great Bradley

1812

Great wratting

1812

0usden *

Given in

Date of
Aev ar d

Aevard
ear olle d

Award.

(E)

(W)

The Act is appended to the award

(W)
(W)

Award completely revised 1861

1812

Lidgate*

1813

Icklingham *

a.R. (W) Act 53 Geo. Ill not 41 Geo. Ill as

1813

Chevington & Chedburgh

]8]3

fi:er:ting;#:i:E;haefih ("'G

a.R. (W)
a.R. (E)

Westley
Rougham

Horningsheath only. Commonly
called and Written Horringer
a.R. (W) Act 53 Geo. Ill, though given in

in 1904 Bltte Book

1813

1914 B/e/a BooA indexes as

award and 1904 A/%e Boo4 as 52

1813
1814
1815
1816

St. Mary's (P) Newmarket
Bury st. Edmunds *
Freckenham *
Dalham

1817

Eriswell *

1817

a.R.
a.R.
a.R.
a.R.

n.s.

n.s.

5674
1160

n.s.

283

1818
182 6

Fornham st. Martin and
St. Genevieve *
Thelnetham *
Kentford

n.s.

1827

Nowton *

350

1829

1833

Bardwell

Lakenheath *

1838

Gazeley *

1839

Moulton *

798
431

1818
1820
1821

1827
1828

500

678

1832

1132

1067

1837

Geo. Ill
(W)
(W) Certified copy * in Bury M.R.
(W) Copy * in Bury M.R.
(E) Area not 2030a as in 1914 B/e/e Boot or
966a as in S]ater. Act in a.R. (W)
Copy Map in Bury M.R.

a.R. (W)
a.R. (W)
a.R. (W)

a.R. (W)

Copy award * in Bury M.R.

a.R. (W)

a.R. tw, L9#s Ts,„aec:::¥L;az:e:r:: S&:t:::e;.lone
a.R. (W) Act 3 and 4 Win. IV, not 3 Win. IV
as in 1904 BJ"G Boofa. Act appended

to copy award in a.R. (W)
n.s.

1868

1839

3000

2031

1841

a.R.(W)%8to4IBgr#u:£o#£-C.,notLV.`c.asia

a.R.(W)%9cto42BerEu€£o#.>a%°pty2MvaL§..inas.Tn
Bury M.R.

Enclosure bD:A:tr.€:uate AGt of Lands n°AtTetancLudin8 °fie:.-a:eteo;d A'a±_:^::g]
Est.inA'°u Givenin_
Act.
Award.

Cavenham (Fen grounds

Copy * in Bury M.R.
Plan in private hands

n.s.

1041

&c.)

-Award

1802

1814

Notes

earolled

a.R. (W)
a.R.(W)

MapinBuryM.R.

Elmswell
Great Ash field

Hunston, and
Norton *
1813

1815

408

#f::%g!siin¥gi§]i3S;S'€3n

(Slerunque Wiston) *
1815
1815

a.R. (W) #::e: °t&±¥;i:1:iaetsero.pe¥:fi¥ird°::iyb|e

Whepstead *

Weston Market
Hepwortn *

A n.s.

106

n.s.

291

a.R. (W)

a.R. (W)
a.R. (W)

Copy * in Bury M.R.

